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1
Chapter 1: Customizing the Cloudpaging Player Installation

This chapter covers the following topics:

• Technical Requirements

• Installer Types

• Language Support

• Installation Customization

• Upgrades

• Player deployment on managed environments

Technical Requirements
Cloudpaging Player is a lightweight, kernel agent and requires very little system resources. However, 
depending on the applications you are running, we recommend the following requirements for your 
machine:

• 1.2 GHz processor or better

• Operating System - Any of the following:

- Windows 7
- Windows 8 and 8.1
- Windows 10
- Windows Server 2012 R2
- Windows Server 2016
- Windows Server 2019

• 512 MB of RAM (1024 MB recommended)

• 10 GB of available hard disk space

• Broadband Internet Connection (10 Mbps minimum). A faster download speed improves 
performance.

In addition to the Cloudpaging Player requirements, your system must also meet any requirements of the 
application(s) you are virtualizing. 

Cloudpaging supports physical, RDS, and VDI (persistent and non-persistent) environments that meet the 
system requirements. The Cloudpaging Player does require administrator, or elevated privileges, to install.
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Installer Types
Cloudpaging Player installers are available in both MSI and EXE formats.

The installers are named as follows:

 NOTE
All Cloudpaging Player installers require to be run as administrator.

MSI Installer
The MSI installers are platform-specific: they are specifically designed to run on a 32-bit platform or on a 
64-bit platform. An installer designed for one platform will not be allowed to run on the other platform. 
The MSI installers are mainly intended for deployment in a managed environment using methods such as 
GPO or SCCM. 

EXE Installer
The EXE installers on the other hand are multi-platform: the same installer can be used on both 32-bit and 
64-bit platforms. This can simplify installation management, though at the cost of an increase in size since 
EXE installers contain both 32-bit and 64-bit components.

EXE installers make installer management easier since a single installer can be deployed to all users 
regardless of platform. This is useful when deploying to unmanaged machines or devices (such as in BYOD 
scenarios), where the bitdepth of the platform may not be known.

Language Support
Cloudpaging Player is offered in the following languages:

• English

• French

• German

• Japanese

All languages are available when installing with the multi-language installer. 

English-only installers are available for cases where installer size must be at a minimum.

Multi-language installers are also multilingual; the installer UI can appear in any of the supported 
languages listed above, independently of the Cloudpaging Player language being installed. This distinction 
is important as the language of Cloudpaging Player to be installed and the language of the installer UI itself 
can be overridden independently, as described later in this chapter.

Platform Installer File

32-bit Application Jukebox Player.msi

64-bit Application Jukebox Player x64.msi

Multi-platform Application Jukebox Player Setup.exe
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Installation Customization
Installation can be customized using two categories of command-line options: MSI switches and public 
properties.

MSI switches have the form “/xx [parameters]”. They are standard options used to control the installation 
process and are common to many MSI’s. This chapter only discusses switches that are supported by the 
Cloudpaging Player installers.

Public properties have the form “NAME=value”. They are primarily used to configure where Cloudpaging 
Player gets installed and how it is initially configured. Some public properties are standard though most of 
the ones discussed in this chapter are custom properties that are specific to the Cloudpaging Player 
installers.

 NOTE
Since the EXE installers are wrappers around the MSI installers, the MSI switches (except the 
uninstallation switch /x) and public properties discussed in this chapter are supported by the EXE 
installers as well.

 NOTE
Information about Cloudpaging Player installer options can also be found on the Customer 
Support portal at: 
https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000155811-cloudpaging-player-
formerly-jukebox-player-installer-switches

MSI Switches
The switches in the table below control how the installer runs and may be combined (note that these are 
only a subset of the standard switches supported by an MSI):

 NOTE
For MSI installers, one of the two switches “/i” or “/x” must be specified at a minimum. Additional 
switches may be optionally specified as well.

Installing Cloudpaging Player in Quiet Mode
All installers support installation in various “quiet” modes that do not require user interaction (this is a 
standard feature of MSI installers). It is important to understand the differences between the different 
quiet installation modes.

Switch Description

/qn Completely silent installation. No UI is shown and, if a reboot is required, 
it happens automatically without prompting the user.

/qb Only progress and reboot prompts (if a reboot is required) are shown.

/i Install the Cloudpaging Player.

/x Uninstall the Cloudpaging Player (not supported by EXE installers).

/liwearucmpv LogFile.txt Enable logging.

https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000155811-cloudpaging-player-formerly-jukebox-player-installer-switches
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One quiet mode is entirely silent and hides the installer UI completely. Using this installation mode is not 
recommended, however, because if a reboot is required during a silent install, the user is neither informed 
that a reboot is needed nor asked to confirm the reboot.

Another type of quiet install shows progress but does not allow setting any options. It also prompts the 
user for a reboot if needed.

Public Properties
The public properties in the table below allow overriding some installation and configuration settings. The 
property names must be in ALL caps, and values that contain spaces (such as file paths) must be enclosed in 
double quotation marks ("). The value identified as default for a given property is the value assumed if the 
property is not specified.

Public Property Name Description and Values

ET_AUTO_ELEVATION Enables the Physical Layer Mode and Allow LocalSystem AppEvents 
settings described in Computer Configuration Policies on page 10. 
These settings allow appsets to write layer-1 or layer-2 files or 
registry keys to restricted system areas, and AppEvents to run under 
the LocalSystem account (if so specified in the virtual application at 
packaging time), respectively.

• 1 - The above settings are both enabled.

• 0 (default) - The above settings are both disabled.

ET_CACHE_LOCATION Specifies the path where the Cloudpaging Player cache will be 
stored.
Default: %ALLUSERSPROFILE%\Numecent\StreamingCore\Cache\

ET_CACHE_SIZE Specifies the initial Cloudpaging Player cache size in MB and must be 
128 or greater.
Default: 4096

ET_CREATE_SHORTCUT • True (default) - Create all shortcuts.

• False - Do not create any shortcuts.

ET_USER_LANGUAGE_ID (multi-language installers only)
Forces the Cloudpaging Player to be installed in the specified 
language. A language is specified by its numeric language ID (e.g. 
1036 for French). The following languages are supported (ID’s are 
shown in parentheses):
• English (1033)

• French (1036)

• German (1031)

• Japanese (1041)

Default: English (1033)
Example: “ET_USER_LANGUAGE_ID=1041” installs the Cloudpaging 
Player in Japanese.
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Customization Examples

MSI installers examples:
• Completely silent with property settings:

msiexec.exe /i "Application Jukebox Player.msi" /qn 
INSTALLDIR="C:\MyHome\JB Player"

• Progress and Reboot notifications only with default Cache Type and InstallDir:

msiexec.exe /i "Application Jukebox Player.msi" /qb

EXE installers examples:
• Completely silent with property settings:

"Application Jukebox Player Setup.exe" /qn ET_CACHE_SIZE=8192 
INSTALLDIR="C:\MyHome\JB Player"

• Progress and Reboot notifications only with default property values:

"Application Jukebox Player.exe" /qb

Upgrades
When launched, EXE installers can detect a currently installed version of Cloudpaging Player and go into 
“upgrade” mode automatically. That is not the case with MSI installers, however, and upgrading a 
Cloudpaging Player installation using an MSI installer requires that the REINSTALL and REINSTALLMODE 
public properties be used, as illustrated in the following example:

msiexec.exe /qb /i "Application Jukebox Player.msi" 
REINSTALL=ALL REINSTALLMODE=vomus

 NOTE
In the context of an upgrade, the public properties of INSTALLDIR and ET_CACHE_SIZE have no 
effect on the upgrade installation as the previous installation location and cache size are used, 
regardless of installer type (MSI or EXE).

INSTALLDIR Specifies the path where the Cloudpaging Player will be installed.
Default: %ProgramFiles%\Numecent\Application Jukebox Player\

TRANSFORMS (multi-language installers only)
Forces the Cloudpaging Player installer UI (not the Cloudpaging 
Player itself) to appear in one of the supported languages as 
specified by one of the numeric language ID’s described above (see 
ET_USER_LANGUAGE_ID) preceded by a colon.
Default: current system region language, if supported; otherwise 
English.
Example: “TRANSFORMS=:set;:1031” causes the installer UI to 
appear in German.

Public Property Name Description and Values
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Player deployment on managed environments
The Cloudpaging Player installer is available in a standard MSI format and is platform-specific to either 
32-bit or 64-bit operating system. The Player can be installed in managed environments using methods 
such as Group Policy or Microsoft System Center Configuration Manager (SCCM). 

See details on how to install the Player using SCCM at

https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000281440-how-to-install-cloudpaging-
player-using-sccm

Windows Group Policy supports installing MSI packages to machines connected to the domain. The 
Cloudpaging Player installer is a standard .MSI file and can be installed using group policy installations. 

See details on how to install the Player using GPO here at

https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000276580-how-to-install-the-
cloudpaging-player-using-group-policy

Microsoft Intune supports the ability to add/remove "Client Apps" on managed devices. 

See details on how to install the Player using Microsoft Intune at

https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000275952-how-to-deploy-cloudpaging-
apps-using-microsoft-intune

https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000281440-how-to-install-cloudpaging-player-using-sccm
https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000276580-how-to-install-the-cloudpaging-player-using-group-policy
https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000275952-how-to-deploy-cloudpaging-apps-using-microsoft-intune
https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000275952-how-to-deploy-cloudpaging-apps-using-microsoft-intune
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2
Chapter 2: Cloudpaging Group Policy Settings

This chapter covers the following topics:

• Installing Cloudpaging Group Policies

• Cloudpaging GPO Descriptions

Installing Cloudpaging Group Policies
The Cloudpaging Player supports Group Policies to manage and configure how the Player functions on 
managed machines. For example, an administrator can disable notifications by setting a GPO for the 
intended users or machines on a domain. 

Follow the steps below to install Cloudpaging Group Policies on the domain controller.

1. Go to https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000262104-cloudpaging-group-
policy-settings. Follow the instructions there to download the Cloudpaging GPO files 
("Cloudpaging.admx" and "Cloudpaging.adml") and install the GPO.

https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000262104-cloudpaging-group-policy-settings
https://support.numecent.com/support/solutions/articles/1000262104-cloudpaging-group-policy-settings
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2. To inspect the GPO, open Group Policy Editor or type gpedit.msc.
- Cloudpaging Group Policies for Computer configurations are available in  

Computer Configuration > Policies > Administrative Templates 

- Cloudpaging Group Policies for User configurations are available in  
User Configuration > Policies > Administrative Templates.

3. If you cannot see items under the subfolders, go to View > Filter Options and select Any for the 
Managed option.
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 NOTE
Please refer to https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb530196.aspx for information 
regarding managing group policies with ADMX files.

https://msdn.microsoft.com/en-us/library/bb530196.aspx
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Cloudpaging GPO Descriptions

Computer Configuration Policies
Cache Options when enabled

Set the cleanup interval for Cache user-configurable field appears, showing current 
cleanup interval

Set the flush interval for Cache user-configurable field appears, showing current 
flush interval

Set the location where Cache files should be stored user-configurable field appears, showing current file 
location

Set the location where Precache files can be found user-configurable field appears

Log Options when enabled

Set the maximum size of the Cloudpaging Player log 
file

current log file size (in bytes) appears in field, range 
of allowable values is 1024 to 104857600

Set the level of details presented in the Cloudpaging 
Player log file

Basic
Extended

Set the path to be used for the Cloudpaging Player 
log file

user-configurable field appears, showing current file 
location

Network Options when enabled

Specify the number of pages that can be fetched at 
once per user session

range of allowable values is 1 to 25

Specify the number of pages to be fetched at once in 
background fetching per application

range of allowable values is 1 to 25

Specify the number of pages to be fetched at once in 
prefetch per application

range of allowable values is 1 to 25

Virtualization Options when enabled

Specify a list of processes to be denied access on 
virtualized applications

user-configurable field appears

Prevent virtualization of applications without a 
Cloudpaging Server

no options

Enable UEM support for Non-persistent VDI no options

Allow virtualization of applications only from an 
approved list of Cloudpaging Servers

user-configurable field appears

Virtualize applications as Administrators no options

For local GPO installed by the Player: the settings are saved in registry when the setting changes are made but these 
changes do not take effect on the Player until the StreamingCore is restarted.

For remote GPO pushed out by the admin from the domain controller: the settings are sent to the client machines on 
the refresh interval (90 minutes by default), or immediately when the gpupdate command is executed by the admin. The 
setting changes are saved to the client machine registry but these changes do not take effect on the Player until the 
StreamingCore is restarted.
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User Configuration Policies

For more information about Group Policies, please refer to https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/
816102 for assistance.

Custom Proxy Options when enabled

Automatically detect settings no options

Use automatic configuration script user-configurable field appears

Use a proxy server for your LAN user-configurable field appears

Bypass proxy server for specific addresses user-configurable field appears

Network Options when enabled

Enable detailed logging for page fetching no options

Use Windows network settings no options

User Interface Options when enabled

Open window when new applications are added no options

Specify which system tray notifications should be 
hidden

Disable all notifications
Disable all notifications, except for errors
Disable verbose notifications

Start Cloudpaging Player automatically when the 
user signs in to Windows

no options

Show reminder that Cloudpaging Player is still 
running when window is closed

no options

Open window when Cloudpaging Player starts no options

Virtualization Options when enabled

Specify the Cloudpaging Server used to 
automatically deploy applications

user-configurable field appears

Display the license policy switching prompt no options

Display the forced upgrade prompt no options

For local GPO installed by the Player: the settings are saved in registry when the setting changes are made but these 
changes do not take effect on the Player until the StreamingCore is restarted.

For remote GPO pushed out by the admin from the domain controller: the settings are sent to the client machines on 
the refresh interval (90 minutes by default), or immediately when the gpupdate command is executed by the admin. The 
setting changes are saved to the client machine registry but these changes do not take effect on the Player until the 
StreamingCore is restarted.

https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/816102
https://support.microsoft.com/en-us/kb/816102
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3
Chapter 3: Cloudpaging PowerShell Cmdlets

This chapter covers the following topics:

• Loading the Cloudpaging PowerShell Module on Machines

• Overview of Commands

• Additional Help

• Importing the Numecent Certificate

Cloudpaging provides Windows PowerShell cmdlets that can help administrators perform actions that 
manage both the Cloudpaging Player and virtual applications. Using the PowerShell cmdlets allows 
administrators to control the provisioning, execution, and performance of each virtual application. The 
Cloudpaging cmdlets are object-based and support pipelining, chaining, wildcards, and remote sessions. By 
leveraging these PowerShell commands, Cloudpaging can easily be integrated with many IT management 
tools, such as SCCM.

Loading the Cloudpaging PowerShell Module on Machines
1. Install the Cloudpaging Player.
2. Configure PowerShell to allow execution of signed modules; as an Admin run Set-ExecutionPolicy 

RemoteSigned and select A to allow all.
3. On some version, such as Windows 7, the module may need to be imported; run Import-Module 

Cloudpaging from PowerShell.

 NOTE
On Windows 7 or Windows Server versions, the module path (step #2 above) may need to be 
added in a different location or added to the PSModulePath environment variable. Please refer to 
Importing a PowerShell module by Microsoft for specific information.

To test the Cloudpaging PowerShell module:

1. Open a PowerShell command window.
2. Run the command Get-CloudpagingVersion and it should return the Player version that is installed.
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Overview of Commands

Commands will accept either the App GUID or the application name. Parameters are not case sensitive and 
will assume partial matches. Wildcard of * or ? are also supported in the commands for application names 
or GUIDs. 

For example, to add an application from a server (msid is the web service key from the configurations 
page):

> Add-CloudpagingApp -TokenPath https://<server name or IP>/
jukeboxserver/ license/
renew.do?licenseGuid=<licenseGuid>&msid=<msid>

To view all applications that have been added:

> Get-CloudpagingApp

To view a particular app or apps (in this case GIMP 2.9.10 Portable):

> Get-CloudpagingApp -name GIMP*

To view detailed information about a Cloudpaging application you can add a -fullinfo switch to the Get-
CloudpagingApp command

> Get-CloudpagingApp -name GIMP* -fullinfo

Name Synopsis

Add-CloudpagingApp  Adds a new Cloudpaging application to the Cloudpaging Client.

Add-CloudpagingMultiCache  Adds a new multicache location to a Cloudpaging Client for a specific 
application.

Clear-CloudpagingCache  Clears the contents of the Cloudpaging cache.

Get-CloudpagingApp  Gets the Cloudpaging applications on the local computer

Get-CloudpagingCache  Retrieves information about the Cloudpaging cache.

Get-CloudpagingClient  Gets the Cloudpaging Client on the local computer.

Get-CloudpagingMultiCache  Retrieves the multicache information for a Cloudpaged application.

Get-CloudpagingVersion  Returns the version of the Cloudpaging Client.

Remove-CloudpagingApp  Removes a Cloudpaged application from the current session.

Remove-CloudpagingMultiCache  Removes a multicache location from a Cloudpaged application.

Set-CloudpagingCache  Sets size or location of the Cloudpaging cache.

Start-CloudpagingApp  Starts a Cloudpaged application in the current session.

Start-CloudpagingClient  Starts the Cloudpaging Client. Client UI is not started.

Stop-CloudpagingApp  Stops a Cloudpaged application in the current session.

Stop-CloudpagingClient  Stops the Cloudpaging Client, any running Cloudpaged Apps are also 
stopped.

Sync-CloudpagingApps  Syncs any applications that need to be deployed to a Cloudpaging 
Client for the current user or all logged in users.

https://<server 
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To start the GIMP application you can chain commands together as you would with regular PowerShell:

> Get-CloudpagingApp -name GIMP* | Start-CloudpagingApp

To remove the GIMP application you can either chain the Get-CloudpagingApp and Remove-
CloudpagingApp commands together or use a wildcard filter as follows:

> Remove-CloudpagingApp -name GIMP*

To get information regarding the currently running Cloudpaging Client:

> Get-CloudpagingClient

Additional Help
To view all of the available Cloudpaging PowerShell commands you can use:

> Get-Help *cloudpaging*

Any commands marked as deprecated in the synopsis should no longer be used as they will be removed in 
future versions.

To get help on a particular Cloudpaging command, you can use Get-Help followed by the command name.

> Get-Help Add-CloudpagingApp

Importing the Numecent Certificate
The Cloudpaging module is signed with the Numecent code signing certificate. This certificate can be 
imported to the Windows certificate store and then the PowerShell execution policy could be set to 
AllSigned.

1. Right-click on the Cloudpaging.psm1 file and select Properties
2. Click the Digital Signature tab
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3. Select Numecent, Inc. from the Name of signer column and click the Details button

4. Click View Certificate and the certificate issued to Numecent, Inc. will appear
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5. Click Import Certificate... and the import wizard will appear.
6. Follow the wizard and import the certificate to the Trusted Publisher store

This certificate will also be distributed to other devices using Group Policy. For more information, please 
reference Microsoft documentation.

https://docs.microsoft.com/en-us/windows-server/identity/ad-fs/deployment/distribute-certificates-to-client-computers-by-using-group-policy
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4
Chapter 4: Cloudpaging Support for VDI/RDSH

This chapter covers the following topics:

• Persistent Desktops

• Non-Persistent Desktops (Stateless)

• User Environment Management

• Supported Platforms

• Initial setup

• Enable UEM or Windows Roaming to Persist Applications and Settings

Virtualized Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) or Remote Desktop Session Host (RDSH) both provide organizations 
with a way to deliver managed desktops, lower desktop support costs, and keep critical desktop sessions 
running out of a secure data-center. However, system admins must still manage the wide range of 
applications users employ to complete tasks. Flexibility beyond VDI automated pools is needed to deploy 
applications to many users without constant changes to VDI desktop templates.

Numecent Cloudpaging can apply not just to physical desktops but also to VDI users. VDI provides the ease 
of desktop and OS management while Cloudpaging manages effective application delivery and 
management. Cloudpaging allows native delivery of applications to user desktops, using the cloud to 
deliver the application from a secure encrypted container.

Implementing Cloudpaging with VDI/RDSH provides application life cycle management benefits for 
organizations that have, or are considering, implementing VDI infrastructure. Adding Cloudpaging to VDI 
infrastructure enables administrators to reduce the number of required VDI base images and overall 
storage requirements.

Persistent Desktops
With one-to-one persistent VDI, each desktop runs from a separate disk image. The user's settings are 
saved and appear each time at login. These types of desktops allow for more personalization, but they 
require more storage and backup than non-persistent desktops.

Non-Persistent Desktops (Stateless)
When users access a non-persistent desktop, the desktop saves none of their settings or data once they log 
out. At the end of a session, the desktop reverts back to its original state and the user receives a fresh 
image the next time the user logs in.
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User Environment Management
User environment management technologies transfer user data and settings to a centralized data center, 
eliminating the constraints of local storage and allowing users to access their data and settings from any 
desktop (physical, session, or VM). These technologies give administrators the flexibility to combine non-
persistent desktops with persistent user data and settings. 

 NOTE
This section does not provide guidance for setup and configuration of specific user environment 
management solutions for or specific desktop virtualization solutions, but does give guidance for 
integrating Cloudpaging into the complete solution.

Supported Platforms
Cloudpaging will work with any VDI software as long as the following is met:

• Standard Windows Images are used on the Virtual Desktop

• Supported OS's are used for these images 

The following VDI solutions are known to work without issue with Cloudpaging:

• Citrix XenApp and XenDesktop

• VMware Horizon View, ESXi 

• Microsoft Server 2012 RDSH, Server 2016 RDSH, Hyper-V

For additional information please visit: https://support.numecent.com/solution/articles/1000233135-
known-vdi-vendors-that-work-with-cloudpaging

Cloudpaging supports Microsoft UE-V and native Windows Roaming. Other comparable data roaming tools 
can be used. 

 NOTE
Special licensing is required to enable UEM solutions. Please contact Numecent Sales.

Initial setup
For both persistent and non-persistent environments, the following steps should be used:

1. Copy the Cloudpaging Player installation file to the computer on which it will be installed.
2. Install the Cloudpaging Player onto the base image.
3. For Non-persistent VDI only: Enable UEM (required), and configure precaching (recommended). 

https://support.numecent.com/solution/articles/1000233135-known-vdi-vendors-that-work-with-cloudpaging
https://support.numecent.com/solution/articles/1000233135-known-vdi-vendors-that-work-with-cloudpaging
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Enable UEM or Windows Roaming to Persist Applications and 
Settings

When UEM is enabled, Cloudpaging allows for either the Application and the Application settings stored in 
its sandbox to be roamed.

CAUTION!
Cloudpaging does not have built-in UEM support and other technologies must be used.

To configure roaming of the Cloudpaging data:

1. Set the following registry value into the base image:
HKLM\SOFTWARE\Endeavors 
Technologies\StreamingCore\Settings\Persistence

The value is "Mode" (DWORD) := 0
2. Configure the UEM tool to roam the following Cloudpaging data file locations:

- %UserProfile%\AppData\Roaming\StreamingCore-Local

- %UserProfile%\AppData\Roaming\StreamingCore-Sandbox

- %UserProfile%\AppData\Roaming\StreamingCore

3. Configure the UEM tool to roam the following Cloudpaging data registry locations:
- HKCU\Software\Endeavors Technologies\StreamingCore

4. Configure UEM roaming triggers
- Backup - This is the time when roaming should upload the Cloudpaging data from the local 

machine to the per-user network location. When this is done, the user session can be logged 
off.

- Restore - This is the time period when roaming tool should download the Cloudpaging data 
from the per-user network location to the local machine. When this is done, the Player can be 
started.

Cloudpaging does not sandbox other types of data created or used by application. For example, if a 
document is created in the user's Desktop, or “Documents” folder, this document will not be under the 
Cloudpaging control. Customer should use other standard roaming method to persist this data, such as 
redirected folders or UEM solutions.
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5
Chapter 5: Configuring Shared Precaching for Performance

This chapter contains the following topics:

• Default Provisioning

• Setting Up Shared Precaching

Default Provisioning
By default, provisioning applications to a new system requires prefetching data for each application from a 
Cloudpaging Server. This can cause a noticeable delay for applications that are provisioned automatically to 
the VDI/RDSH environment.

In a persistent environment, the prefetched application data is cached locally on the virtual machine and 
remains available the next time the user logs on to that machine. In this case, a performance penalty only 
occurs the first time the user logs in, and paged applications are immediately available on all subsequent 
logins.

In a non-persistent environment, however, the prefetched application data is lost when the user logs off 
from the virtual machine and needs to be retrieved from the Cloudpaging Server again, which slows down 
the overall process of provisioning applications to that machine.

The performance hit that is caused by prefetching data from the Cloudpaging Server can be resolved using 
precaching. Precaching is a mechanism that allows the cached application blocks to be moved closer to the 
machine ahead of time. These cached blocks are stored in precache files (one per application) that can be 
shared on a fast network, for instance, as is typical in VDI configurations. 

Placing the data on a shared resource within the local network enables much faster provisioning of 
applications to a new (or re-instantiated) machine and is the recommended approach for non-persistent 
environments to enhance performance.

Setting Up Shared Precaching
Follow the instructions below to set up shared precaching for use with Cloudpaging.

1. Set up a file share where your STC files will be stored for precaching with read-only access for the 
service account that will be used below.

CAUTION!
Although anonymous access could be used, this is not recommended for security reasons.
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2. Set the registry value shown in the table below into the base image of the machine, under this 
key:

HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Endeavors 
Technologies\StreamingCore\Settings\Cache

 NOTE
The Cloudpaging Core must be restarted for changes in the above registry values to take effect. 

3. Test the network location specified by DefaultMultiCacheLocation as follows:
- Copy the STC file of some application to the path specified by DefaultMultiCacheLocation 

path, and rename it to <AppGUID>_<Some-Description>.stc, where <AppGUID> is the 
application ID, excluding the curly braces ‘{’ and ‘}’.

- Open a PowerShell window as Administrator and execute the following cmdlets: 
Add-CloudpagingMultiCache -SourcePath "<Path-to-STC>" 
Get-CloudpagingMultiCache -Id <AppGUID>

Configuration Type Description

DefaultMultiCacheLocation SZ Path to the folder containing the STC files to be 
auto-registered for precaching. If the specified 
path is not valid, it is ignored.
Example: \\fs.mydomain.com\precache
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Verify that the command returns a success status with the correct STC file path, size, and 
timestamps. Here’s an example of what the output should look like:

 NOTE
The StreamingCore service should have started automatically at this point.

- (optional) Page the above application to the Cloudpaging Player and launch it. Use it a bit, 
then verify that the cache usage shown in the Options dialog does not increase (it should 
remain at 0% if the Cloudpaging Player has only that one application). 

4. The STC file of an appset will be used as the precache file for the corresponding application. So 
copy each appset STC file to the network location specified by DefaultMultiCacheLocation and 
rename it to <AppGUID>_<Some-Description>.stc, where <AppGUID> is the application ID of the 
appset without curly braces ‘{’ and ‘}’ and <Some-Description> is a brief description about the 
application. 

 NOTE
This description can be simply "FILE" for backward compatibility with older Player versions.

With this setup, each STC file in the path specified by DefaultMultiCacheLocation and whose name is in the 
format <GUID>_<Some-Description>.stc will automatically be registered as precache file for the application 
whose ID matches the GUID in the file name. Application blocks will be retrieved from the precache 
location first before other sources (e.g. Server, paging source) are used.

CAUTION!
For precaching to take effect, the STC file of an application must already be in the precache location 
when the application is added. If the STC file is copied after the application was added, precaching 
for that application will only take effect after Cloudpaging Player is restarted. It is therefore 
recommended that you not make an application available to users until after its STC file has been 
copied to the precache location.

 NOTE
Cloudpaging Player used cache size is likely to be 0% if all blocks are in the precache files location.
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